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administrative director – for the helpfulness they showed during the research in their
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solutions and instruments developed during the study and proposed in this book.
Offering his large experience, he certainly favored the success of the research.
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Claudio Chincich, former manager of the FM soft-services Office; Rosa Caramanoli,
manager of the Procurement Office; Albano Crisanaz and Luciano Trani of the
Finance and Control Office; Gianluigi Miazzi, former manager of the FM hard-
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immobiliari e urbani pubblici (1st national forum on public real and urban estate)”,
Rome – Italy, 2008.
Finally, I thank the authors who contributed to the realization of this book:
Massimiliano Brugnoletti, Mauro Busana, Sandra Fogli, Andrea Fornasier, Fulvio
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Alberto Ferri
This book is an example of cooperation among actors (end users, researchers and
companies) that were scarcely communicating in the not well known sector of the
facility management. A cooperation that has become necessary to innovate,
providing the citizens with better service quality at the same costs.
A full cooperation was required to carry out this project since the skills and expertise
belonged to different institutional actors and, through them, to several professionals.
The actors are a health agency, a university and a company. The people
collaborating with that actors are executives, middle managers, administration
managers, technicians, site foremen, and end users. 
Other than the main collaborators, properly acknowledged by Professor De Toni,
the authors want also to thank all the other persons that, from different
organizational and working positions, made their own part, hoping that this example
of cooperation could develop from a pilot experience to a general rule.
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